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Title: Dividing fractions by fractions and whole numbers 
Lesson Description:  A solid understanding of the multiplication and division models of fractions, 
decimals, and mixed numbers from 6.N.4.2 is key in solving problems involving rational numbers. 
With this foundation students will be able to understand and use efficient and generalizable 
procedures such as the invert-and-multiply algorithm for dividing fractions or finding the correct 
placement of the decimal in the product of decimals. 

Educator Name:  DeeDee Brown 
A+ School: EMS 
Grade level/subject area: 6,7,8/Math 

Curriculum & 
Arts 

Overarching Concept: Multiply and divide fractions 
 
Essential Question(s) and/or Focus Question(s): 

● How do I know if a fraction is equivalent to another fraction? 
 
Disciplines Addressed:                                      21st Century skills: 
__dance             __music             __visual arts         _X_creativity 
__drama             _X_reading       _X_writing             __problem 
solving 
_X_language arts __science           __other:            _X_technology 
__math              __social studies                               __collaboration 
 
Curricular connections/instructional objectives: (state 
standards, etc.) 
 

● The product for real-world and mathematical problems 
involving multiplication of fractions, decimals and mixed 
numbers can be smaller than the numbers being 
multiplied. For example, 0.75  0.4 = 0.3. 

● The quotient for real-world and mathematical problems 
involving division of fractions, decimals and mixed 
numbers can be larger than the dividend and the divisor. 
For example, 2 ÷ ¼ = 8. 

● That a product of fractions can be found by multiplying 
the numerators together and then the denominators. 

● How to multiply mixed numbers by changing mixed 
numbers into improper fractions before multiplying or 
using partial products.  For example, 3 2/3  2 1/4 is 
equivalent to (3 + 2/3)(2 + 1/4) which means the product 
can be found using the distributive property, (3  2) + (3 

 1/4) + (2/3  2) + (2/3  1/4). 
● How to use different algorithms for dividing fractions and 

mixed numbers including the common-denominator 
algorithm and invert-and-multiply algorithm. 

● That the placement of the decimal in the product of 
decimals is determined by the combined number of 
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decimals place in the decimals being multiplied together.  
 
6.N.4.3 Multiply and divide fractions and decimals using efficient and 
generalizable procedures. 

Enriched 
Assessment 

Ways to assess/evaluate students’ understanding during and at 
the conclusion of the lesson (formative and summative): 
 

● Develop accurate and appropriate procedural fluency by 
exploring multiplication and division of fractions, decimals and 
mixed numbers in real-world and mathematical situations. 

● Develop the ability to communicate mathematically with 
others through discussion or writing about procedures used to 
multiply and divide fractions, decimals and mixed numbers 
 

Note any unexpected outcomes with students and how they 
affected next steps: 

 
● Have trouble understanding that when you multiply 

numbers the product can be smaller than the numbers 
being multiplied. 

● Have trouble understanding that the quotient of two 
numbers can be larger than the dividend and the 
divisor. 

● Forget that a whole number can be written as a fraction 
with a denominator of 1. 

● Think the product of mixed numbers is determined by 
multiplying the whole numbers and then multiplying the 
fractions. 

● Misapply the invert-and multiply algorithm for fraction 
division by inverting the first fraction instead of the 
second fraction or inverting both fractions. 

● Determine the number of decimals places in a problem 
involving multiplication of decimals by counting the 
decimal places to the left of the decimal instead of the 
right.  For example, students may believe that 18.6 x 
5.9 = 10.974. 

● Move the decimal in both the divisor and dividend to 
make both numbers whole numbers when dividing a 
decimal by another decimal.  For example, a student 
may think 4.567  0.25 is equivalent to 4567  25. 
  

Collaboratio
n 

How will collaboration be used: (between students, fellow 
teachers, or anyone with potential expertise): 
 
Collaboration will be used in the classroom among the teacher and 
students.  The class will work together to learn how to make 
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equivalent fractions using different models. 

Multiple 
Learning 
Pathways 

Multiple Intelligences addressed within lesson: (check all that 
apply) 
 
__bodily/kinesthetic                             __musical-rhythmic 
__interpersonal                                   __naturalist 
__Intrapersonal                                   __verbal-linguistic 
_X_logical-mathematical                       _X_visual spatial 

Infrastructur
e 

Classroom Infrastructure/Setup: Classroom 
 
Timeframe (example: length of unit, number and length of 
lesson(s): November 16 - 20, 2020 
 
Space: Classroom 
 
Material: Chromebook, slideshows 
 
Resources/books/websites/other information sources: 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RiplWWDAfbNV6ZVWGI5MJ1mM
E-P6jTUO25pPY0lfuYM&authuser=0 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JDfumZgYp_HupEULmoIroPTh7Z
FPXd_bTDYifne2rVg&authuser=0 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKCBspYtrSU 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMZJKGyu-Kk 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WvL65VuFq_cCxgYO6zfbKR9IpB
kbpXLnGY_IIxJzixI&authuser=0 
 
https://app.teachermade.com/begin/2beb6394-1e16-4ae8-afd9-0a24
10393163 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-zeHw-fQfeUmGj4DNERourdq4a
UJsLc8Y0KLgap4ziQ&authuser=0 
 
https://www.khanacademy.org/gclassroom/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/
cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/e/dividing_fracti
ons_1.5 
 
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arith
metic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/v/another-dividing-fractions-
example 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RiplWWDAfbNV6ZVWGI5MJ1mME-P6jTUO25pPY0lfuYM&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RiplWWDAfbNV6ZVWGI5MJ1mME-P6jTUO25pPY0lfuYM&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JDfumZgYp_HupEULmoIroPTh7ZFPXd_bTDYifne2rVg&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JDfumZgYp_HupEULmoIroPTh7ZFPXd_bTDYifne2rVg&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKCBspYtrSU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMZJKGyu-Kk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WvL65VuFq_cCxgYO6zfbKR9IpBkbpXLnGY_IIxJzixI&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WvL65VuFq_cCxgYO6zfbKR9IpBkbpXLnGY_IIxJzixI&authuser=0
https://app.teachermade.com/begin/2beb6394-1e16-4ae8-afd9-0a2410393163
https://app.teachermade.com/begin/2beb6394-1e16-4ae8-afd9-0a2410393163
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-zeHw-fQfeUmGj4DNERourdq4aUJsLc8Y0KLgap4ziQ&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-zeHw-fQfeUmGj4DNERourdq4aUJsLc8Y0KLgap4ziQ&authuser=0
https://www.khanacademy.org/gclassroom/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/e/dividing_fractions_1.5
https://www.khanacademy.org/gclassroom/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/e/dividing_fractions_1.5
https://www.khanacademy.org/gclassroom/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/e/dividing_fractions_1.5
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/v/another-dividing-fractions-example
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/v/another-dividing-fractions-example
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/cc-6th-dividing-fractions/v/another-dividing-fractions-example
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Experiential 
Learning & 
Climate 

Steps/Process: (You may share by using this form, video, 
photostory, powerpoint, etc.) Please attach a rubric, checklist or 
other assessment tool, if applicable. 

ISTE 
standards 

Check all that apply: 
 
_X_Empowered learner                               _X_Digital citizen 
_X_Knowledge constructor                          _X_Innovative designer 
_X_Computational thinker                           _X_Creative 
communicator 
_X_Global collaborator 

  


